What are Bushfires?
A bushfire is an example of a natural disaster which has both natural and
human causes.
Bushfires are uncontrollable blazes that usually start in areas of bushland
or wilderness. They can be caused by lightning, agricultural clearing,
campfires and dropped cigarettes. Some bushfires are deliberately lit.
Bushfires are very destructive, extremely dangerous and threaten life,
homes and the wider community. They are large, fast-moving and difficult
to bring under control. Bushfires can even jump over gaps that are in their
path, such as rivers and roads.
Fuel for a bushfire comes from anything that burns. This includes grass,
sticks, twigs, leaf litter and trees. Property and other structures such as
sheds and stables are also considered fuel for a bushfire.
Bushfires are more frequent during the hottest and driest months of the
year. While every continent (except Antarctica) has bushfires, Australia has
experienced a number of very destructive bushfires over the years. The
Ash Wednesday fires of 1983, the Victorian Black Saturday Bushfire of
2009 and the widespread fires during the summer of 2019-2020 have all
resulted in devastating loss.
When bushfires are not too severe, they can have a positive effect on the
environment. As old or diseased plants and trees are destroyed, they make
way for new plants and trees to grow in their place.
When an area has been in drought, the amount of leaf litter and
undergrowth increases. Traditionally, indigenous people understood their
country’s fire regimes, following a pattern of controlled burning in order to
manage the land.
Bushfires, while dangerous and destructive, play an important role in
maintaining sustainable ecosystems.
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Comprehension Questions
1) What is a bushfire?

2) What can cause a bushfire?

3) List some materials that are considered ‘fuel’ for a bushfire.

4) How can a bushfire have a positive effect on the environment?

5) Why does leaf litter increase in a drought?

6) Decide if the following statements are true or false:
a) A bushfire can be caused by both natural and human causes.

True/False

b) Every continent experiences bushfires. 				

True/False

c) Bushfires do not play an important role in nature. 		

True/False

d) Bushfires are fast-moving and difficult to bring under control.

True/False

e) The cooler months are the most common for bushfires.

True/False

7) Research ‘controlled burning’ and how indigenous Australians use fire to
manage the land.
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Comprehension Answers
1) What is a bushfire?
A bushfire is a natural disaster where an uncontrollable blaze starts, usually in areas of
bushland or wilderness.
2) What can cause a bushfire?
Bushfires can be caused by lightning, agricultural clearing, campfires and dropped cigarettes.
Some bushfires are deliberately lit.
3) List some materials that are considered ‘fuel’ for a bushfire.
Grass, sticks, twigs, leaf litter and trees act as fuel for bushfires. Property and other
structures such as sheds and stables are also considered fuel for a bushfire.
4) How can a bushfire have a positive effect on the environment?
Bushfires burn plants and trees which may be old and diseased, making way for new plants
and trees to grow in their place.
5) Why does leaf litter increase in a drought?
When there is very little rain, trees and plants often drop their leaves in order to survive.
6) Decide if the following statements are true or false:
a) A bushfire can be caused by both natural and human causes.

True/False

b) Every continent experiences bushfires. 				

True/False

c) Bushfires do not play an important role in nature. 		

True/False

d) Bushfires are fast-moving and difficult to bring under control.

True/False

e) The cooler months are the most common for bushfires.

True/False

7) Research ‘controlled burning’ and how indigenous Australians use fire to
manage the land.
Controlled burning is when fires are deliberately lit in a specific area of bush/forest in order to
manage (or control) the amount of fuel present in the area. Traditional fire management uses
cool and quick burns. These fires have low intensity. The time of year these burns take place
is also taken into consideration.
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